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(APELLATE glMjir:)

Ir the matter between :

METER .^iDMLJ LARGE Appellants'

jhyLJlLlljX^ ' Respondent

Ch*- 5 Centlivfes C.J., Schreiner, Brink, Beyers JJet 
mail 21,0 ,A,

Heard : ’6 th Hoy ewer 1956* delivered « tl''

J J J 1 h,E XT

•^tMTUVR^s C.J. :- This appeal turns upon the interpretation 

to be placed upon a deed of grant and the diagram, attached 

thereto. In 189^ tne Government granted in freehold to the 

Upinëton Waterworks Company Limited ”a piece.of I/nd containing

"nine morgen two hundred and forty seven square roods................

"being tóter Erf Ho, 26 at Upington and represented and describ-, 

hereunto annexed•11
"ed in the diagram/ This diagram., which

is dated 1892, depicts Water Erf ho, 26 by means of a lettered 

figure and contains the following legend

n Th© figure marked A C. D- d inne# bank of; Orange liver
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u a A represents 9 morgen 2^7 ......... .. ..

ceirj W^ter trf .»□* 26. ,1

The entire 71 jure is vot rectilineal^ only thj t portion 

which is ported i tc 5 is rectilinear* Ilie urea of this 

portion is ^iven 9 iwrgen 1^2 square roods 76 square 

Í 
feet* The point a is stated as be*r< 11 feet f?om point A 

and d is .^Iso 12 feet from D. The line A to D is a straight 

line out the line a to d appears to folio- the sinuosities 

of she ri ;ht bank of t":e Cranjc liver which is described in 

M-..e diagram ns the inrer bank* Delów the line a d appear 

the words ’’Orange River"» The boundaries are set forth. 

far as this a peal is concerned the only relevant boundary 

is described as follows :“ 

" Rounded by inner bank of Orange Diver. "

The appellants> vho now own ^ter &rf ho. 26, instituted 

an action in the Cape Provincial Division for an orwer declar

ing th.t the South-eastern boundary of the erf w.s the middle 

of the Cranje River. In their declaration they &Ueged that 

th~t river was 9 non-navi sable riv^r and that resrouuent admitt

ed th^t the erf v”us entitled to alluvion* Th- Provincial Div

ision, on en exception twken to t?;6 declaration ^n two yr vend 

wwtt tt disclosed no. ecuse of action, allowed v.e e’C^ytion and 

set aside twe declaration but granted h-e a 1 rts leave to
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file a new declaration -‘ithin three e~?s of i^te of its 
j 

or- ■ 9r*

In the prase rt appeal the Court is not confronted,. r-s 

has happened in several cases which have co^e before the Court, 

vtth difficulties occasioned by the fact that the description 

of boundaries given in the grant differ from the description 

given in the diagram annexed to sue grant. For .in the present 

c?,se the grant is completely silent as to th? boundaries of 

the land granted and specifically states that' tue= land granted 

"Is represented and described in the diagram hereunto annexed.*1 

In this case, therefore, one Lus to look at i 4iagram, and 

the diagram alone, in order to ascertain the true boundaries 

of the piece of l^nd.

For tX> spycilsmts hr* de .71111 era. inlying the 

case of yap Jiekerk. v The Phipn Government (1^17 ^•9* 359), 

contended that where an a ger nor limitatus borders On a non- 

navigable river tw.^ is a presumption (which hr also described 

as an incident of ownership) that it, extends to ihe Middle of 

the river : that Witer Erf ^o. 26 is an a / e r non. limita tus 

became its sot: th-^, stern boon try is not an i. n jinary line 

between artificial beacons but a natural feature a U-gk of 
.1

the Orange River ; that the presumption is not rebutted becons* 

tie erf according to its description extends o ly to the bamg of
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it

the riv^r/oed is shown in its description to be included in
A

the erf and thnt, as there h. a ceen no express exclusion of

any portion of ths bed of the river, the ?outh-ea$tern bound

ary of the erf must oe deemed to be the middle line of the 

river*

In van Jiekerk’s case the 1380 Gri^uálan^ best grant i'

of a farm (which gr^ t replaced an older grant made by the

Republic of the Orange roe State) described Lie farm "De

Bad11 as being in extent 9,733 morgen and "bounded.................

"west by Vaal River as will more fully appear by the hereunto

"attacbid plan framed by the Govern lent Surveyor." That

plan showed the bank of the Vaal River as the boundary ano
JR |k(kL CqAcyiIccÍ <4^ l1

the ap slants case 4ass that thio Inclusive as shoving

th. t the respondent’s land extended. only to the "bank and not

to the iriddle of the river.

Innes C.,J. in giving judgment in van hieherk’s cc se

said on p. 3?6 :-

11 . The remaining extent of "De ad" i.;, in my

opinion, not an limitatus. Its b^-^ ary, ^iven in 

the grant, is the river, and the line of the diagram 

follows the curves of the bank. There is no question of 

an artificial boundary. And the grant was of & piece of 

land within certain limits j It was not a grt.it by 

measurement. Ro that, if there is any rule of c nstruct- 

ion which would extend the property to midstream, we are 
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« free to apply it. There is no rule of the Roman-Dutch 

lav/, so far as I know, which would exactly meet the cas$. 

But- if we turn to the English books we find .iabundant 

authority. It is settled law in England that land 

bounded by a fiver is presumed to extend ad‘medium 

filum fluminis. That presumption may be rebutted ; but 

it will not be rebutted merely ron account of a specific 

or scheduled measurement of the land, a delineation or 

colouring in a plan, which measurement, delineation or 

colouring does not, in fact, include any part of the bed, 
a of the river1 per Lord Shaw, in A.-G. of Southern Jigerp 

ft
v Holt & 00.(1915 A.C. 612). And unless rebutted, it 

governs the rights of the parties. The position is, that 

when once property is shown to be riparian -'that is, to 

run up to the natural boundary of the river * then it lies 

upon him vzho contests its extension to midstream to show 

that it stops at the bank. The mere fact that the plan 

cor firming the measurement makes it terminate at the bank 

will not be sufficient. As remarked by Lord Houlton 

(Haclaren v A.9-G,Quebec /1914. A.C., p. 2?2), fit is 

precisely in the cases where the description of the parcel 

(whether in vzords or by plan) makes it terminate at the 

highway or stream, and does not indicate that it goes 

further, that- the rule is needed. If there is any in

dication of the parcel going further, there is no plac$ 

for its operation. 1 This rule of cor. st ruction rvould at 

once dispose of this part of the case. The question is^ 

whether we should adopt it ? ”

On page 378 the learned Chief Justice said • -

The adoption of the English rule will not violate 
not deprive the public 

any principle of our law * it will jrandziminEDra 

of its rights, for such rights are not affected by any 

change of dornipium in the channel, and it will tend to



" s jr'c lcvelopxnt. ,'g sho 14 Uy .iwn,

*■ < a property bowjdec by a npn-nsvijabl, 

stream rmut he pres-ueá to extend

anu that though this pret^tion ray be rebutted, the 

were facts that the diagram does not attend beyond the 

ba-k, and that the specified weasuren.ent is complete 

■'ith-at sich «xtoision, are not, either singly or togéthea» 

o'ifí’icleit to establish, a rebuttal. If the Crtrm des’res 

to exclude the bed of a stream, Vc course t: to

make that suite clear by the laugna-e of the grant. "
Olkot

The ju-Vuent of oolouon J... who «■ 3 the ot/ jud.’s

’,"■10 framed reasons of his o-.m proceeds »1 much tile 431 e lines 

as the judgment of fanes C.J. esceptinc that (1) or; f. 3-33 

lie says that it «©• fa he wore enr-eet to say thst the rul-.

of oorstrx tion in English law tSw t l-id yr-V'toc. to the bank 

of a river extends ?.d nediwa ,.fjly:... aov^ '.w borrowd from 

the Romsu I'.w by the English courts end C?) ths ancoerr ja .ent 

of agricultural Jcvílopment uoes not enter into his reasons»

it is intnveabfn^ to note Elist in See. Jl bis

the Legi$lat-U‘e h^e recognised that there nay tv w rres^^t- 

ion tnct land bounded by tre Orange ari Vaal rivers extends 

to tre i?id4le oi the river chat ch^.t pre$”i<4;ion is 

rebutted by evidence

It is clo^r fr^ 'T'- judgments delivered ix the van

.Uiekerk case that an a. :er .liMitatus is not entitled to 

aj.luvion. The respondent’s admission, (as set forih in the
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alluvion 
declaration) that water erf wo, 26 is entitled to aHirx 

cannot, in my view, affect the question^ whether or the papers 

before us that erf is or is not an axer limi t at us«

I shall now endeavour to apply- the Lar as laid down in 

van lyiekeTk* s case to the present case. It is rot ele::r 

from the first extract which X have quoted from the juf jment 

of Innes C.J. on what ground the learned Chief Just ice held 

that the grant of the ^iece of lard In that case ns not & 

grant by rxas'ur<xxnt. The grant stated thet the extent 

vias %733 morgen and referred to the attached plan framed bv 

the Govar?wiont E’lrveyor. That plan, ’XHc/i is ih f < 

filed hj thio Court, ::■ s plan of chr f rs he and 

* iddelplautl and on that plan was a coloured diagram l 

of Óe Bad.
:: ho. 130/ feE The diagram showed the inaer bonk of

the Vaal river as one of the* boundari-es of De Bad. The legenc 

o,i the plan was as follows : "The coloured diagram K .io. 13c 

"represents the farm De Bad............. in extent 9,733 -ergen 

"bounce* as shorn or the pirn* "

It thus seems to year from the gmt end the pir.n 

that the extent of 0$ Bad ..as ascertained by rc^urt-rent .->7^ 

whs' not a nere rough estimate ns r-s the ca^e i.-’ of the 

eerily grants made by the Republic tné Grange J’rqe Btute*



C.f. '"ebb V aide? <3 -^C- 9CS).

heturning to ïhé 4»». of the le t"•^Vf 
«

Van M-leker-js case- it may be that his reason for h Ling

that Ue grant was not by measurement us b< caose in tiw grut 
'Ha^

Itself the boundary ns given as v:e river, ■ hich tu <rt- 
4

ificial boundary. In the prose t case the grant does not 

o
give the river as the bounury nor ^er- the diagram» uo^.w

JU. at p. 390 said that "the l^nd is expressly grafted up 

"to the river end though the estimated area is given? it g,s 

”s gra^t not of a fixed quantity but of Lu 1; ha luu 
l 

r 

"according to the boundaries described, one of Lc.: was the

"Vaal river. "

The grr-t in van iiekerkTs caze $1/ not

the area us an estimates area but what Bolo i2R^•^•proLa?

wee nt was that on true construction of the grant the area 

mentioned therein must be taken to be an estinnteá area.

It sea .s to te- that in Ue yer. Tie kerb case 

great emphasis laid upon Ue termiof the grant. There is 

n? doubt trat a deed of gr^nt t- precedence qver x ciu grrui 

attached to gb.e grp^t. gee Surveyor-dem Coape) v Estate

de Vilaregs (19^3 p.U. 538). - In the present ease, borevir, 

there is p.thing U tpG reed of grant describing the boum-
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US
^riss : the deed tel's to look at the ’-i. grv “-w or^ 7 to

i soertcin ho. .xter rrf o. 26 i. represented Icscrl^d.

•tbiw; the cia^rau is emr ined, it xi -.- be jcuhó it re- 

Presents - piece of lane the .-..re* of hich uas £rin|u

been nscerte ined by, . u^’rr^ 'ievt, q±tdzjiJz-dl^^ hvmee

hm asiessfcbi^-íikífaar^^ cx;/^--qhV“

nrft paged. t f4^a^4^a^e-deut 1 On nf In

the absence of any allegation in the decirraxlon th-t the 

area granted -15 not ascertained by Fieasur^ment it s^tus to 

Me thut ox the papers' before us 'U must tv.e It tl it s meas‘"M- 

ed r?ece of fund was granted*

As t read the ;u/;jie*t of uolmnn._^* p. 3$$ of the 

2^n_ili^_kerk cast? he die wt ijtxud to from t^e princ-

i?3es of Bcuan-Dntcb tar. I ^eólately above the ^ss^é 

I have cu.oteu y-ou that / ve the le^r^ «^73 refers to 

^ptiiis vba is qu^te1 as sayisi^ "One thing is certain
<yV

"that 1.. t g case of lands granted by ^°v/ts T cu% def ini t -

i2al^Ji§iisux^e f alluvion beyond suca ^ei-SUTe belongs to the

ri. w^píbMC'VuV'/
Cdu^ts.14 ATotlus visualised the oa,.o °- .drart of a (.t^asured 

~”A

pipoe ru it 7,3 ytt\ r^ver bo^ncery : id such a case the bougd- 

6ry Md r-ot extend ad^atHu^fiAum^lgiiAfl^^ r^nd therefore 

the ^rt-n :or nn t : irvVu. JgP^iUs in his De Jure
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I
Be Iliac í^cis ond 2 poi mw cwt Ghe’pJ.’s tm .s-

I
lation at p* 129) that "-e ^re not to detpise the laborious 

’’discoslow of subject by the Ro; wris, in ^.ch twwy hove 

"distinguished limit at urn, land bounder by arii'iciM ll-ita, 

"Crow other lax..,s J provided 're recollect tu/ t land i c.n^Sr" 
A 

"co., prehensum, detent W by its measured quantity, is 

"governed by the same rule as Mutate land.,.».................... 

"imi-erie are, in a doubtful case, to be supposed to be 

"firc^fini^i? bounded by natural limits, beca-we that Lett 

"'greás ’iitb tï c nature of the territory ; but private luns 

"are rather supposed not to be naturally boiled, but either 

"llMtnte or deter by Measure ; for tnis is more c n- 

"grupus to the nature of" private possession. " Grotins goes 

on to say that though ih the c> se of Mnds bort oring on 

rivers some measure ( uersura, ellqua jK^nata) is Mtnti med 

yet if they are sold by the lump and not by lueascrenent they 

have the uight to alluvion.

Van Leeuvzen 2,4,4 quoted by Solomon J.xi.. is to the 

seme effect as Iyo tins * 3ee alao Vinnivs 2,l,f0, muckle 

anual of liQua n r. 141 ^ee ’s Elements of .hc^un Law

P* 128, section 178(b). It is not without interest to note 

that in y^l_iielcerkig. ease the old Free State grant, which
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was replaced by the 1880 Griqualand West grant, stated the 

area of De Bad as Mgroot naar gissing 4675 morgen" and is an 

example of land conveyed "by the lump and not by measurement." 

It is also of some significance that Innes C.J. said on p.372 : 

" There cannot be two documents of title to the same land»
*

But it is clear that the grant" (of 1880) w must be read 

in the light of the title for which it was substituted, 

and that in case of doubt it should be construed as far 

as possible in conformity with it« "

It is, 1 think, necessary to deal with the second extract 

which I have quoted from p. 378 of the judgment of Innes C*J, 

The rule adopted by Innes does not in terms 

apply
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to a case where the boundary is not the river itself but a bank 

of the river. By using the words Ma property bounded by a 

"non-navigable stream" Innes C.J. must have had In mind the fact 

that in the case with which he was dealing the deed of grant 

stated that the property was bounded on the ■ west by the Vaal 

River which was a non-navigable river# In the present case 

the boundary of Water Erf No. 26 is specifically stated to be 

the inner bank of the Orange River and not the river itself# 

And I may add that, when Innes C.J» referred to "the diagram", 

he was obviously referring to the surveyor’s figure of the 

property granted and not to the whole annexure to the deed of 

grant, which anhexure is commohly called a diagram * as it is 

in fact called in the grant in the present case » Wfeat Jnnga

1$C.J. was emphasing was that importance Is to be attached to 
A 

the stated boundaries and not to the surveyor’s figure on the 

property granted#

I prefer, however, to base my judgment on a wider 

ground than deciding that the rule adopted by Innes. C.J. does 

not in terms apply to the present case. If that rule is read

in vacuo it may lead to difficulties# If it is read in the

context of the judgment in which it is enunciated the diff

iculties disappear# Read In vacu> the rule appears to lay 
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down that in all cases where a property is bounded by a non- 

navigable stream it must be presumed to extend ad medium filum 

fluminis* But X do not think that that is what Innes C*J* 

intended. On pp. 375 and 376 the learned Chief Justice re

ferred to Boman-Dutch authorities who took the view that land 

granted "by the lump" up to a river was not an ager limitatus 

but that land granted by measurement was an a^er limitatus.

He held, as I have already stated, that the grant of the 

piece of land In issue was not a grant by measurement and
El

cC
concluing said s-

" , The whole matter Is rather obscure, but I think it may 

be said that if a riparian property was not an ager limitatus 
law 

the of Holland did not prohibit a right of its owner

to alluvion and to the bed of the stream- without prejudice^ 

of course, to due user by the public. "

From the above context it seems to me that the

learned Chief Justice must have intended that the rule which 

he adopted should be confined to an ager non limitatus. This 

also appears to be the view taken by Solomon. J*A* at p* 391, 

where after saying that the English.rule should be adopted, 

he added that the mere fact that the estimated (the Italics 

are my own) area would be exceeded, If .the middle of the river
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was taken as the boundary, was not sufficient to rebut the 

presumption. The Inference I draw from this is that Solomon 

j.A. did not intend that the English rule should be applied 

where the area was not an estimated area but an area ascertain

ed by measurement.

In the present case It seems to me that Water Erf 26 Is, 

urima facie* an ager limitatus. The south-eastern boundary

is given as the inner bank of the Orange River, that bank being 

the curviliner line a to d on the figure depicted on the
A

diagram. The area comprised by A D d a was 94 square roods

68 square feet, that being the difference between the total *
area of 9 morgen 247 square roods and the area of 9 morgen 152 

square roods and 76 square feet which is given as the area of 

the figure A B C D. This shows that Water Erf 26 was a 
measured piece of land and not an ager non limltatus. If I 
am correct in this it follows that the rule enunciated by 
Inpes C.J* does not apply to this case#

A large number óf English authorities were quoted by Mr. 
de Villiers * I do not consider it necessary to refer to 
all of them. It will be sufficient if I refer to Attorney- 
General of Southern Nigeria v John Holt and Company (1915 A.C. 
599 at p. 612) where Lord Shaw of Dunfermline said that "the 
"operation of the rule of adding to the ownership of riparian 
"lands the property of the soil ad medium f Hum is not inter- 
"fered with on account of a specific and scheduled measurement 
"of land, a delineation or colouring on a plan, which measure* 

ki 

"ment, delineation, or colouring does not/ in fact include any
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n^rt of u e b^d of a river-" -° -is^ ncti >n ? r. ears to be 

drav’n ir uhd case between an e ,^r Wi ■ ; ager, nog

Imitate :M ih t:ds reject English law to ider

frot- Rox -Dutch. Vv,

I nay add that in the United GtaV* of America a 

vie*’ dir^reat from that taken ir &iglanó seená to prevail. 

In the Annotated American Law Reports Vol. 74 p. 604 note 2 

it is staled :-

11 When th€ description runs tie boundary line on or along 

the ’b-<w of a r;ver, stream or cred, tbn courts with 

fe1” exceptions, rosily distin.*ul^bl-c, have fixed the
A

bouiidr.ry at the berk, and re rrded the force of the 

.general prerunction £ a exhausted by inferring fr— t^r use 

of r ich „-or3 an Iw.t^nti r c;n t1^ cj the r—ctor to 

'reserve uhc shore and t‘ e lane lyinj r - the bed of the 

piver. 11

The declarstioj in the present case .fJso relle-s ox 

two -t'rod?.; at ions of 1'589 and ld95 respectively ’> ieb enacted 

t? ,t I. sho 1c be lawful to incorporate m o joint smi stock 

company t* t Waterworks Óoaníry originally horded I th tn tor 

flla tnu fd“ounr'’ ri vts ?.nd pov^rs'

” to o-x in fr-,'-. hold a 1;.-- lying H een I* r ’>ter



" ^ri-ow ana the ./vkT .’thin the iVdts of the

> to/s*Jsh5r O'.' ’flngtar. n

I do not thi-< . th^t taa Drools tat ions are of

any assistance to the a.-'peHants.* There Is nothing in those 

Froclca pilons which ,-o. .id jnsVfy a vir tht th<rc ’’*3 rn 
^AÍtvxh 

irt ntion to the waterworks Ccuuany title of the lend 

martin :ed up to the middle of th? Orange .Iver*

In my opinion Water do. 26 is, 

an a ter limitatus. . It follows that t -H should be

’disris^ cd 1th ooets but a forrxl a" c.-. shn’lp br of

the order granted by ths Provincial Division b> ^IbO^irg the 

< - -. e 11 ° n t $ to file a 0 éc Irra t ion r ■ t 1^3 0/4 e o r th from 

ths Oto nr tnis judgrient*
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CoramiCentlivres^C•J*,Schreiner,Prlnk,Beyers JJ.A, et 
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JUDGMENT

SCHREINER J.A* In van Nlekerk’s case, 1917 A.D»

559, INNES C.J. said, at page 378, "We should lay down^ 

"therefore, that a property bounded by a non-navlgable 

"stream must be presumed to extend ad medium fHum flumipls; 

"and that though this presumption may be rebutted, the mere 

"facts that the diagram does not extend beyond the bank qnd 

"that the specified measurement is complete without such ex- 

"tension, are not, either singly or together, sufficient to 

"establish a rebuttal. If the Crown desires to exclude the 

"bed of the stream, the proper course is to make that quite 

"clear by the language of the grant." The judgment of 

SOLOMON J.A. seems to me to be to the same effect. At 

page/

A.H.de
P.A.de
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page 391 the learned judge says, "In th© absence of any 

I 

"clear or authoritative rule In th© South African Couifts 

"on this subject, I think that we should be well advised to 

"follow th© English rule that th© grant of a piece of land 

"bounded by a river must be construed as conveying the land 

"up to the middle of the stream unless it is shown that it 

"was Intended to exclude the bed from th© grant# Such an 

"intention may be shown either by th© terms of the grant 

"itself or by marking the boundaries on the ground, or paer- 

"haps In other ways." Both judgments agree that In a 

certain situation there Is a presumption, or as It should 

rather be called a rule of construction (see pages 376 and 

386), to be applied unless other factors make It Inapplic

able, that the boundary of th© property lies along th© 

middle lln© of the river, although that is not expressed 

in th© document of title# INNES C.J. considered the rule 

as stated in the English cases to be consistent with our 

law, though he did not find that there was in Roman-Dutch 

law any rule that would exactly fit th© case (page 376). 

SOLOMON J.A. thought that the English law had probably bor* 

rowed th© rule from Roman law (page 388). But both were In 

agreement that there is such a rule and this view was conr* 

curred in by the other members df the Court. The problem
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Is to state precisely the situation in which the rulei 

appttcs*

{Dt will be observed that both the 

above quoted statements deal with cases where a property
I 

14 1

is "bounded by a river. Literally this means, I take;it, 

that one boundary Of the property is a river. But a river Is 

possessed of width while the boundary of property has no 

width. If the boundary Is stated to be a river the law: must 

interpret this and fix the true boundary. The expression 

"bounded by" apparently means the same thing as "is riparian 

"to" or "abuts ont?. None of them is self-explanatory.: At 

page 376 INNES C.J., summarising the English law, says, 

"When once property is shown to be riparian - that is to 

"run up to the natural boundary of the river - then it 

"lies upon him who contests its extension to midstream to 

"show that it stops at the bank." But again the question 

suggests itself, when does property run up to the natural 

boundary of a river ?

It seems best to avoid these 

terms, which might be thought to have technical meanings 

with consequences flowing from these meanings. The type 

of case under consideration is that of a property one side 

of which Is described in the relative document of title by 

words/............
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words that indicate that the boundary is a river or ip other 

words follows the line or course of a river. In regard to 

such a property the rule Is that prime f acle it extends ad 

medium filum fluminis. But what is ultimately being sought 

is the intention of the grantor as expressed In: the grant 

and the rule Is therefore stated in the form of a rebuttable 

presumption.

There appear to be two possible 

approaches to the problem. The first is to ascertain 

whether the property is an ager limltatus within the meariing 

of the authorities, and then to decide what is the effect^in 

the circumstances, of the property being limltatus or not. 

The second approach Is to see whether the document of title 

makes the river or some line other than the river the boon* 

daryj if the river is the boundary this means its middle Une 

The first approach is indirect, the second direct, but both 

alm at finding out what was granted^ An ager limltatus is 

said to be such because the area of the land or the beacons 

mentioned in the grant or both show, when they are related 

to the ground itself, what boundaries were intended by the 

grantor. If the boundaries of an ager limltatus do not reach 

to the mlddle|line of the river the middle line is not the 

boundary of the property. The area of the land may be 

mentioned/..........
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i

mentioned and yet not show that the property is an 8g.eik limi^

i

tatus, presumably because measurements may be wrong* And
i

drawings may also be wrong so that they too cannot be ab*g
।

solutely relied upon# Nevertheless it may be possible to 
i

show that' the property, though one of its boundaries follows
• ।

the line or course of a river, Is an ager Hmitatus, and

then there is no presumed extension to the middle 
i

line# ।

But in other cases the second 
।

line of approach may be available, when it is unnecessary

to consider whether the property is an ager limitatud or (

not# It may clearly appear from the grant that the boundary 

was intended to be something other than the middle line# In 
। 

such a case one may say that the property is an ager llmita-

tus but nothing is gained by doing so* The factum probandum,

the expressed Intention of the grantor, is sought directlý 
*

and, being found, concludes the matter* 1

That is what seems to me to be

।

the position here# I cannot conceive of the words "inner

।

"bank of Orange River" having been used to describe the

south-eastern boundary of the erf with any other object than

to exclude the riverbed# That being so, effect must be 
I-*- 

given/...........
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I

given to the clear language of the grant, which in this

case is the legend of the diagram* ।

।

What was intended by the admission
i

that the erf is entitled to alluvion is not clear, but^it 
।

was certainly not intended to constitute an admission by I 

legal intendment that the erf’s south-eastern boundary was
।

the river l.e. the middle line of the river and not its 

inner or north-western bank. For the purposes of the pre- 
। 

sent proceedings it must be disregarded.
I

For these reasons I agree that

the appeal should be dismissed#

e


